Class: HENNA BROW by the Hennatician (Look & Learn)

Nicole Neve – Bio
With effervescent personality Nicole Neve has been an
educator for EuroBeauty since 2015, passing on her
knowledge and passion for the ever-changing esthetics
industry. Her ability to transfer in-depth and detailed
principles to professionals throughout the years has been
an asset to those who’ve had the privilege of participating
in education sessions she is leading. As a part of the
beauty industry since 2002 and as a licenced esthetician
since 2010, Nikki is the quintessential definition of
“Knowledge is Power,” continuously up-dating her own
knowledge base to better serve her clientele in her wildly
successful mobile esthetics business and in her career of
educating peers. “I feel the backbone of our success as estheticians is to keep our skill
set and knowledge in a constant state of evolution and improvement.” Nicole is the
inhouse educator for the critically acclaimed Hydropeptide professional skincare line
as a skin care specialist, teaching the technical skills of Brazilian Hard Waxing, and
Dermaplaning as well as teaching and developing the Advanced Theoretical Skin Care
principles curriculum too!
Class Description:
Steeped in ancient traditions of celebration and ceremony, henna is a potent symbol
of feminine empowerment and liberation.
In this look and learn session you will see how henna services are able to create
solutions for clients looking to achieve full, powdery eyebrows without having to
resort to permanent options. Through color and shape customizations,
professionals will achieve semi-permanent arches that can correct previous waxing
mistakes, create density for sparseness and provide an option for clients with
allergies to regular brow coloring products.
We will reveal the Henna Brow Australia kit and how this can become a lucrative
service to add to your current spa menu. Henna Brow by the Hennatician supplies
the highest quality of henna products and service training in the world sourcing the
best quality Henna in the world from Egypt; with pigment additives, chemicals or
ammonia as well as being Gluten-free, Vegan, Kosher and Halal-friendly. Join us for
an afternoon catered to the brow specialists in the industry.

Class Registration Information:

Location: Delta Beausejour Moncton
Address: 750 Main Street Moncton

Date: Monday October 28, 2019
Time: 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Event and class fees must be paid at the time of registration to secure seat.
To register, please contact:
Nova Scotia Cosmetology Members: (902) 468-6477 or toll free at 1(800) 765-8757
New Brunswick Cosmetology Members: (506) 458-8087 or 1 (800) 561-8087

